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Photographing flowers can be one of the most rewarding items to photograph.  Each flower is unique 
possessing different sizes, shapes, colors and textures.  We encounter flowers everywhere: formal 
gardens, trails, backyards, and in our homes.  Each area affords us an opportunity to create new and 
unique photograph capturing a moment in time

Several things need to be considered in order to render a pleasing flower photograph.  Two of the most 
important items are:  Focus and Depth of Field (DOF).  For beginners Focus and sharpness are critical 
to flower photography.  (More advanced and creative techniques can be explored at your leisure:  The 
Art of Flower Photography, ) Lets start by examining these two items

Focus
Most people will use auto focus on the camera or cell phone.  This does a very good job in most 
situation, however if you have a group of flowers and want a specific flower in focus the auto focus 
might not be able to handle this.  (Using a cell phone holder and tripod you will provide better results.)

Cell phones and DSLR cameras focus on an object is the center of the frame.  This may not be the best 
composition for your picture.  You should focus first then recompose your scene, remembering rule of 
thirds for composition. This type of focusing is called focus locking.  

Techniques for cell phone focus lock
https://digital-photography-school.com/live-view-dslr-sharper-creative/
How To Use AF/AE Lock In Google Camera On Android
How to lock exposure and focus on samsung camera

Techniques for DSLR focus locking
Point your camera at the subject and half press the shutter button. You should hear a beep and 
see a light come on in the viewfinder to let you know the camera has focused. The focus will 
now remain locked while your finger is still holding the shutter button half down 

How to set Back Focus button on   Canon   camera  
How to set Back Focus button on   Nikon   camera  

Using Live view on dslr camera
• 4 tips for focusing in live view
• Matt Kloskowski video  

The next important item for flowers photography is the camera lens Aperture setting.  This is what 
makes your subject sharp and your background blurry.  Simple rule is lower F stop – lower depth of 
field.  Conversely higher F stop greater depth of field. Check this out:  Apeture and depth of field 
made easy ***
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https://www.addictivetips.com/android/use-af-ae-lock-in-google-camera/
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Here are several other tips that will help your flower photography
1. Photograph on overcast day if posssible
2. Change your angle of view.
3. Get up close.  Fill the frame with your intended subject
4. Watch background
5. Decide on lighting: front, back or side
6. Use a diffuser to soften harsh sunlight
7. Use Reflector or fill flash to add light.

Helpful links for more information
• A Beginner's Guide to Photographing Flowers   

https://digital-photography-school.com/beginners-guide-photographing-flowers/ 
• 10 tips for improving your flower photos   

https://digital-photography-school.com/10-tips-for-improving-your-flower-photos/
• 21 Tips for Creative Flower Photography  

https://improvephotography.com/30196/21-tips-creative-flower-photography/ 
• Chris Bray free online photography course  
• 5 Top Tips For Perfecting Your Indoor Flower Photography Skills  
• Apply These 8 Techniques To Improve Your Garden Photography  

Master Flower Photographers
• Kathleen Clemons  https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/p/microsoft-  

photos/9wzdncrfjbh4#activetab=pivot:overviewtab
• Charles Needles  

Exploring alternate camera software for android:

• Open Camera  

I used Microsoft Photo to create the flower show with music.  This is an easy way to organize and 
create projects with your photos.  Click here for free download
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